


2. live work units
15. mixed use and multi 
functional development: 
achieving functional variety as 
opposed to cosmetic variety on 

the facade (Hein De Haan2). 
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03BUILDING 3D 
commercial and residential units
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LIVE / WORK UNITS
first floor         (top)
ground floor  (bottom)
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FUNCTIONAL VARIETY
ground floor plan
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LIVE / WORK UNITS
integration with existing   (across)
elevation of unit    (below)
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LIVE / WORK UNITS
first floor         (top)
ground floor  (bottom)
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5. alternative facade treat-
ments 

8. allowing for variation and 
change on the facades and 
within the residential units 5. al-

ternative facade treatments 
8. allowing for variation and 
change on the facades and 

within the residential units
5. alternative facade treat-

ments 

facade 

variation
+ internal

0706 ALTERNATIVE FACADES
variation on the exterior

KONRAD ????

FLEXIBLE INTERIORS
various interior layouts in relation 
to the core  

THOMAS ???

FLEXIBLE FACADE
northern facade
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FLEXIBLE INTERIORS
possible interior scenarios
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FLEXIBLE INTERIORS
typical section    (across)
typical first floor plan (below) 
possible interior fittings      (left)  
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ImAGE TITLE, pLACE

ImAGE TITLE, pLACE 3. building interface with the 
streets and with the communal 
spaces (investigate through 
sections)
9. communal gardens and 
courtyard design/outside 
rooms
 
11. thresholds
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interior

thresholds
/ exterior
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4. working with clusters of old 
buildings 
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existing

clusters
building

3 DIMENSIONAL EXPLORATIONS
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ImAGE TITLE, pLACE

ImAGE TITLE, pLACE 10. laundry and washing lines, 
services cores, garbage collec-
tion and circulation and park-

ing strategies for housing 
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secondary

strategies
services 
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46. communal living
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living
communal 
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ImAGE TITLE, pLACE

ImAGE TITLE, pLACE 12. production processes for 
housing - appropriate choices 
of technology
14. Avoiding the “Jungle 
Gym Typology” (Avril Pater-
son) Achieving pride, dignity, 
monumentality or intimacy 
through the 
use of affordable and simple 
materials, forms and tech-
niques.
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appropriate

+ materials
technology
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13. “Housing is repetitive” (?) 
VS “Repetition in housing is a 
crime” (Kroll)
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repetition
avoiding


